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Author’s response to reviews:

According to the suggestion of the editorial board points 1 - 6 were included in the main text:

1. Please include a statement in your Funding section describing the role of the funding body in the design of the study, the collection, analysis, and interpretation of data and in writing the manuscript.

This work was fully supported by a clinical research grant from the National Science Centre Poland (N N402 592140 to KK; the funding body in the design of the study, the collection, analysis, and interpretation) and Institutional Grant, a Funder to Medical University of Gdańsk (ST-553 to EJ) The cost of the printing was covered by ST-553.

2. Please provide the full name of the Funder ST-553 in your Funding section.

ST-553 - Institutional Grant, a Funder to Medical University of Gdańsk

3. Please copy your statement regarding consent to participate from your Methods section, to your Ethics approval and consent to participate section. Please include whether the consent was written or verbal.
The study was approved by the Independent Bioethics Committee of Scientific Research at the Medical University of Gdansk, Poland (NKEBN/14/2006). Written informed consents were obtained from all subjects.

The copy has been attached as a jpg file

4. Please provide figure titles and legends under a separate heading of 'Figure Legends' after the References. If Figure titles/legends are within the main text of the manuscript, please move them.

Separate heading of "Figure Legends" was added.

5. Figure files should contain only the image/graphic, as well as any associated keys/annotations. If titles/legends are present within the figure files, please remove them.

Descriptions of figure 1 have been removed

6. At this stage, please upload your manuscript as a single, final, clean version that does not contain any tracked changes, comments, highlights, strikethroughs or text in different colours. All relevant tables/figures/additional files should also be clean versions. Figures (and additional files) should remain uploaded as separate files.

The manuscript in final, clean version has been attached.